Public Municipal Invests In Advanced Data
Center to Streamline Management
Orlando Utilities Commission deploys Cisco Nexus® 9000 Series Switches
to automate management procedures to sustain its 24-hour business.

Executive Summary
Orlando Utilities Commission
• Industry: State and Local
Governments
• Location: Orlando, Florida
• Number of Employees: 1100
CHALLENGE
• Need to develop a more centralized
IT structure across the entire network
to connect multiple branches
• Desire to automate network functions
for better customer access, service,
and response with increased data
storage capacity
SOLUTION
• Deployed 10-gigabit data center
system to manage the increasing
amount of data
• Used new data center technology to
connect the different Orlando Utilities
Commission (OUC) sites for a more
visible and centrally managed system
RESULTS
• Improved automation for customer
accessibility and service
• Improved interoperability of branches
due to ease of centralized
communications and increased data
storage capacity

Challenge
The Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) is a public utilities municipality with more
than 1100 employees that provides people across Orlando, St. Cloud, and Orange
County in Florida with power, electricity, and water. As the second largest
municipality in Florida, it is responsible for keeping its 310,000 customers sheltered
every day and providing them with some of the basic necessities to live.
In a business that operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, OUC
depends heavily on its network and data center infrastructure for day-to-day services
and processes. Because the utility serves such a large number of customers across a
wide range of cities, OUC management has had difficulty in the past with keeping all
of its different branch locations connected and up to date due to its aging
infrastructure.
After installing new aggregation systems and an IP telephony system, and after
beginning migration towards a multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) application, the
current network and data center was not equipped to handle the increased
throughput. As a result, system operations slowed and employees were having a
more difficult time accessing the information that they need to provide the best
possible service to OUC customers. Management needed to upgrade its data center
and replace the outdated gear so that it could continue being known as the “Reliable
One” across Florida.
“Pretty much everything relies on the network, no big surprise. And obviously we’re
well-invested in the Internet and intranet for our applications. The network is the
backbone of everything,” says Stewart Dary, IT department manager at OUC. Without
knowing what was available, OUC decided to explore data center and network
equipment options, so it could develop a more centralized IT structure to handle more
throughput to provide the best possible service to its customers and employees.

Solution
As OUC began its search for improved data center technology solutions, it
immediately turned to Cisco. As a long-standing customer and Cisco Nexus Series
Switches user, OUC trusted Cisco to help pinpoint exactly what it needed to improve
its network. OUC learned more about options that would help centralize its
management, provide greater room for data usage, and allow its network to
reconverge in just milliseconds for a faster response time and better customer
service.
To help update its current infrastructure by centralizing information across the multiple
branches, OUC decided to deploy Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches for data
centers. This solution enables better communication across the several converged
networks and helps to automate many of the processes that were previously time
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“Cisco equipment is very
reliable, and we can’t
have failed equipment.
We always have to
provide power and water.
That’s why we’ve
continued with Cisco.”
Stewart Dary
Windows Infrastructure and Network
ManagerInformation & Communications
OUC

consuming, complicated, and a major source of stress for management. With this
more efficient and redundant data center, OUC has an improved visibility that not only
allows them to understand the network more easily but also to navigate the
infrastructure with minimized technical complications.
An additional feature of the 9000 that resonated with OUC management’s goals was
the increased level of storage capacity that the solution provided. With the continued
push to digitize processes and increase throughput over time, OUC sought a data
center that would allow them to eventually enable teleconferences, online videos, and
downloadable web material in addition to improving its existing smart grid network,
which allows customers to go online at any hour of the day and pay their bills and
report outages. The 9000 solution supports OUC’s goals by helping further promote
the business as a true, around-the-clock operation.
Because OUC uses a significant amount of data on a daily basis, the 9000 proved to
be the best option because it provides more storage capacity than the older data
center. Not only does it better suit OUC’s storage needs, but the 9000 can also
maintain a higher network speed, which helps address its concerns of reducing
network reconvergence time for better customer services and support for
unexpected operational glitches that could shut down multimillion dollar application
upgrades and cost the utility a significant amount of money.
While the 9000 itself provides a host of capabilities that directly address OUCs goals,
another appealing characteristic of this solution was the potential to upgrade to
Cisco® Application Centric Infrastructure (ACI). The increasing speed of networks
worldwide having software-driven networks helps position OUC as a leader in the
industry and is now prepared to implement the network at any time. The whitelist
security environment that ACI delivers is a huge business advantage to OUC, so the
fact that the 900 can eventually support the ACI network was important to OUC
executives in their decision.
“Downtime is not an option,” is the way that Dary and OUC employees view their
business. The 9000 not only provides a more centralized IT structure to ease
management concerns, but it also gives OUC the data center storage capacity to
continue producing and uploading digital throughput in the upcoming years on a
platform that is up and running at every hour of the day.

Results
Although still in the deployment phase, OUC has experienced positive results with the
9000 data center already. Using the Cisco Nexus switches, OUC is able to connect
the multiple branches instantaneously through a shared platform that can sustain the
company’s goals of increasing throughput both internally and externally over time.
This feature of the 9000 has been fundamental in the utility’s ability to communicate,
share information, and respond to outages. As a result, OUC can better navigate its
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Product List
DATA CENTER
• Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches

network and instantaneously communicate with other branches without wasting time
because of a slowed system. OUC employees can now collaborate more easily and
efficiently, which means management can dedicate its time to bettering the service it
provides customers without having to worry about technological setbacks.
With its decision to standardize on Cisco equipment, OUC can now experience all the
benefits of having a more consistent infrastructure. Instead of spending time and
energy trying to determine where a problem occurred in the system, OUC now
knows that it only has to reach out to Cisco. According to Dary, “There are lots of
advantages to not having a wide variety of brands in your network and in your server
environment. . . . If something isn’t working for equipment or on the network, it’s
Cisco. We call Cisco for tech support. We don’t have to wonder about which vendor
is this, which brand, who do we call? It’s Cisco. It gives us a faster response time,
too.” OUC saves an ample amount of money and time by only having to train its staff
how to operate Cisco gear and now having the ability to purchase the gear in volume.
Increasing business efficiency and network automation were two key factors in OUCs
decision to continue working with Cisco. “Cisco equipment is very reliable, and as I
mentioned previously we can’t have failed equipment. We always have to provide
power and water. That’s why we’ve continued with Cisco,” says Dary. With this new
Cisco Nexus data center solution, OUC can continue serving its customers and
upholding its lasting reputation as the Reliable One.

Next Steps
While the 9000 data center has vastly improved OUC’s operations and business
collaboration efforts, and given the utility the storage it needs, it is still looking for
more storage capacity for continued future growth. Currently OUC has a 10-gigabit
data center system, and soon it wants to upgrade to 40 gigabits, and eventually a
100-gigabit center when the time comes. In addition to expanding storage over time,
OUC is also open to implementing a software-driven network, such as ACI, in the
future when management feels it’s necessary. As Dary says, “The world is changing.
We always have to be available.” So with that, OUC is ready to make changes to
operate at the highest level and provide its customers with the best possible service.

For More Information
To find out more about Cisco Nexus 9000 Series Switches, visit
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/switches/nexus-9000-series-switches/inde
x.html.
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